
From modern classics to the 
creative used look.

Discover our flooring types,  
decors, formats and much more.

From the right selection to  
the right accessories.

PRACTICAL TIPSWIDE CHOICESTYLISH TRENDS

EGGER HOME Flooring

Inspiring variety 
for your home
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Decor: Natural Monfort Oak | EHD0��

Decor: Vintage Kent Pine | EHL�2�

2 All decors shown and mentioned are reproductions.
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It’s a good decision to make flooring out of natural materials. This is 
not just something we say, because we have been enthusiastic about 
wood for generations. This choice opens up almost limitless design 
possibilities for you. Harmonious colours, creative decors and innovative 
surfaces give your home comfort. Discover the different style worlds and 
trends in this brochure. Learn more about the special characteristics of 
our different flooring types and be inspired when designing your rooms. 
And if you want to do it yourself: enjoy the straightforward installation.

More from wood.  
And out of passion!

Decor: Natural Loja Oak | EHL��2

22

Dekor: 
Villanger Oak | EHC03�
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The combination of past and future. The future is more tangible than ever. Technical 
and digital developments have made amazing progress. The yearning for old and 
trusted values, timeless classics, and particularly the warm nostalgia of the 50s and 
�0s is on the rise. Modern interpretations of natural textures such as marble, terraz-
zo and walnut, characterise the design of which past and future influences combine 
to create a stylish symbiosis.

�



Decor: Sevilla Walnut | EHL�77

Decor: Brown Elva Oak | EHD02�

Decor Triestino Terrazzo | EHL�37

Decor: Brown Elva Oak | EHD023

Decor: Brown Timbara Oak | EHD023

5All decors shown and mentioned are reproductions.



Urban design charm. Living and office spaces are becoming more open, transitions 
more fluid. Small living spaces should not only be practical but designed in a 
minimalist way. Influenced by Scandinavian design, materials such as wood, stone 
and metal form the link with urban charm creating the style Light Urban.

Decor: Grey Ruviano Oak | EHL�39
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Decor: Natural Loja Oak | EHL��2

Decor: White Ascona Wood | EHL�5�

7All decors shown and mentioned are reproductions.



Decor: Light Murana Oak | EHC0�9

Back to nature: the more technology finds its way into our lives, the more we 
feel the desire for original materials. Oak continues to be a popular trend in 
woodgrain decors. Whether with natural grains or with authentic character-
istics such as cracks and knots, it continues to prove its popularity in design 
and provides exciting contrasts when combined with complementing 
decors.

�



Decor: Natural Jacksonville Oak | EHC00�

Decor: Natural Denver Oak | EHL��2

Decor: Brown Elva Oak | EHL��2

Decor: Light Murana Oak | EHC0�9

9All decors shown and mentioned are reproductions.



Perfection meets emotion. Perfection can be easily achieved with the help of 
the latest technology, but this is not always desirable in design. Irregularities 
and imperfections, such as cracks and weathered materials convey a natural 
appearance and invokes emotion. The heavy used look or industrial style in 
combination with very calm and straight-lined designs creates the style 
Perfect Imperfection.

�0



Decor: Toscolano Oak light | EHL0�5

Decor: Parquet Oak | EHL039

��All decors shown and mentioned are reproductions.
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The passion for wood 
is in our nature.
A fascinating raw material: the respectful use of wood has always been at the heart 
of what we do, from efficient resource processing to the finished product. Since it 
was established in �9�� in Tirol, Austria, everything at EGGER has always been about 
wood. We source our wood from local and sustainable sources and utilise recycled 
materials whenever possible.
Our flooring is free from pollutants, plasticisers and PVC and our decors are 
printed using water-based dyes. Our efforts to minimise our environmental impact 
throughout the manufacturing of our flooring products has been recognised with 
numerous national and international environmental certifications. Our passion for 
wood is evident when you enter a room with an EGGER Floor. 

More Transparency: 
egger.com/ecofacts
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Decor: Brown Loja Oak | EHL��3

Decor: Livingston Oak light | EHL05�

We have only one 
type of flooring on 
offer for you: the 
right one.
A beautiful floor turns a space into a home. It’s 
the basis of every design and it reflects your 
personality.
But which flooring is the right one? Discover with 
EGGER diverse ideas from different style worlds. 
Be inspired by floor types, decors and formats and 
combine them to suit every room and your wishes. 
Whatever you’re planning, EGGER has one type of 
flooring: your favourite flooring.

�� All decors shown and mentioned are reproductions.



Comfort Flooring
Warm, soft, quiet. 

Design Flooring
Robust, water-resistant, natural.

Laminate Flooring
Practical, durable value, easy-care. 

Which type of flooring is right for you?
Whether you will enjoy your flooring for a long 
time depends not only on its appearance. First, 
consider in which room the flooring is used and 
how. Our robust Design Flooring is the best choice 
for heavily used areas such as the kitchen and 
hallway. In the bedroom, the Comfort Flooring with 
sound and thermal insulation creates cosiness. 
Our Laminate Flooring gains points with its wide 
range of decor options for your individual living 
style. Its five different board formats provide the 

perfect backdrop for a wide variety of room sizes. 
For bathroom and toilet, however, we recommend 
a moisture-resistant solution: our Aqua+ Laminate 
or the Design Flooring. And, last but not least, the 
budget determines whether you opt for beautiful, 
everyday flooring or for special properties. But so 
much is clear: with an EGGER Flooring you make 
the right choice.

Decor: Natural Dunino Oak | EHL0��

Decor: Sevilla Walnut | EHL�77

Decor: Natural Loami Oak | EHC0�7

Decor: Tschita Oak | EHC0��

Decor: Brown Timbara Oak | EHD023

Decor: Natural Monfort Oak | EHD0��

egger.com/myfloor
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Decor: Anthracite Jura Slate | EHD03�

DESIGN FLOORING 
Style and elegance for all occasions.

��



Decor: Brown Elva Oak | EHD02�

Even if you do not know today what your flooring will 
have to withstand tomorrow, you can sit back and 
relax. After all, the EGGER Design Flooring is made for 
living and not just an ornament. Its authentic wooden 
appearance becomes a stylish eye-catcher in the room, 
while its durable, lightfast surface ensures that you 
can enjoy a flawless sight for a long time. Whether in 
a heavily used hallway, the kitchen or any other room: 
our Design Flooring is always a safe choice. 

EGGER HOME 
Design Flooring GreenTec

�7All decors shown and mentioned are reproductions.



Decor: Oak rough-cut brown | EHD00�

Our floor with a natural feel-good factor is 
sustainably produced, the woord comes from 
regional, certified forestry and the underlay made 
from recycled cork.

Creates a healthy environment

Whether it’s a chair leg or rainy weather, Design 
Flooring simply lasts longer. The pressure-resistant 
flooring with shape stability and a mirco scratch-
resistant surface simply stays beautiful.

Can take anything

If water gets to the Design Flooring, no need to 
worry. It’s water-resistant, anti-slip and therefore 
the ideal flooring for bathroom, kitchen or the 
conservatory.

Resists moisture

Robust, water-
resistant, natural.

Decor: Natural Monfort Oak | EHD0��

Decor: Natural Monfort Oak | EHD0��

Decor: Brown Elva Oak | EHD02�

 » Be inspired: 
www.egger.com/design-flooring

�� All decors shown and mentioned are reproductions.



Decor: Natural Monfort Oak | EHD0��
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You don’t have to spare our most robust flooring. 
Its extremely stable core and tough surface protect 
the flooring, while the integrated cork underlay 
reliably absorbs impact sound.

EGGER Design Flooring -
perfection lies in the detail.

Decor: Natural Monfort Oak | EHD0��

1 Hard wearing and water-resistant wear layer.

2 Authentic decor layer.

3 GreenTec Board, also suitable for bathroom and 
commercial applications. 

4 Integrated, sound absorbing cork underlay.www.egger.com/ecofacts

55% by-products from the sawmill industry

69 % Material from renewable resources

More Transparency:

20 All decors shown and mentioned are reproductions.



Realise your style.
Do you like your home classic, very natural or rather modern? EGGER HOME Design Flooring works well anywhere. For each room, 
simply choose the decor that best emphasises your style. 

7,5 / 33 
Large

7,5 / 33 
Classic

Berdal Marble
EHD036

Art.No.: 484369
White Waltham Oak
EHD030

Art.No.: 484482
Timbara Oak
EHD022

Art.No.: 339133
Stone grey
EHD012

Art.No.: 339164

Brown Timbara Oak
EHD023

Art.No.: 339102
Chromix Silver
EHD035

Art.No.: 484390
Sereda Oak
EHD029

Art.No.: 484512
Pitaru Oak
EHD032

Art.No.: 484451

Anthracite Jura Slate
EHD034

Art.No.: 484420

White Elva Oak
EHD027

Art.No.: 337955
White Monfort Oak
EHD013

Art.No.: 338259
Light Zappulla Pine
EHD020

Art.No.: 338150
Natural Monfort Oak
EHD014

Art.No.: 338228

Oak rough-cut brown
EHD001

Art.No.: 338372
Oak rough-cut grey
EHD002

Art.No.: 338341
Oak velvet
EHD004

Art.No.: 338280
Brown Elva Oak
EHD028

Art.No.: 337924

Natural Berdal Oak
EHD033

Art.No.: 485519
Natural Almington Oak
EHD031

Art.No.: 485557

2�



Decor: Coloured Villanger Oak | EHC032

COMFORT  
FLOORING
Feel naturally comfortable with cork.

22



Comfortable living begins with 
the right flooring.
Imagine coming home and immediately feeling 
this pleasant feeling of cosiness and security. 
With the EGGER HOME Comfort Flooring you can 
experience this special moment each and every 
day. Finished with two comfortable cork layers, our 
feel-good flooring radiates warmth and comfort. 
And thanks to its soundabsorbing properties, it’s 
wonderfully suitable for children’s rooms, bedrooms 
and all rooms where you want to enjoy a little quiet 
moment away from everyday life. Living can be so 
comfortable.

Decor: Sonnberg Spruce | EHC0�0

23All decors shown and mentioned are reproductions.



As soon as you enter the room, you feel the 
cosy atmosphere. The flooring feels warm and 
comfortable as the cork stores heat in millions of 
small air cells.

Heat storage

Just take off your shoes and walk barefoot. The 
elastic cork layers transmit a gentle, soft feeling 
and invite you to sit comfortably on the floor.

Barefoot area

If you like it quieter: The two cork layers and 
special environmentally friendly varnishes literally 
swallow the sound in the room and create a quiet 
ambience.

Quiet zone

Warm, soft, quiet.

Decor:Sonnberg Spruce | EHC0�0

Decor: Sonnberg Spruce | EHC0�0

Decor: Sonnberg Spruce | EHC0�0

Decor: Tschita Oak | EHC0��

 » Be inspired: 
www.egger.com/comfort-flooring

2� All decors shown and mentioned are reproductions.



Decor: Tschita Oak | EHC0��
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Decor: Ashton Elm | EHC00�

Enjoy a completely comfortable, healthy room 
climate. Our Comfort Flooring is made up of 90 % 
renewable raw materials. Natural wood fibres 
and two comfort layers of recycled cork give it 
comfortable properties.

EGGER Comfort Flooring – 
cosiness lies in the detail.

5

1 Environmentally-friendly UV protective coating

2 HD digital decor print

3 Elastic Comfort cover layer made of cork

4 HDF swell barrier+ coreboard made of natural wood fibre

5 Integrated impact sound insulating cork underlay matwww.egger.com/ecofacts

64 % by-products from the sawmill industry

90 % Material from renewable resources

More Transparency

2� All decors shown and mentioned are reproductions.



This flooring also stays a visual delight.
With EGGER HOME Comfort Flooring turn each and every room into a feel-good space. Just choose your favourite decor in 
authentic wood look, which is hardly to be distinguished from the original. To ensure that the design looks as beautiful as on the 
first day even after several years, the flooring does not fade even with strong UV radiation.

8 / 31 
Large

8 / 31 
Classic

White Wescliff Oak
EHC016

Art.No.: 338594
Natural Loami Oak
EHC017

Art.No.: 338563
Light Halifax Oak
EHC028

Art.No.: 338471
Smoked Bermuda Oak
EHC014

Art.No.: 338945

Travel the World
EHC015

Art.No.: 338624

White Summersville Oak
EHC005

Art.No.: 406934
Sonnberg Spruce
EHC010

Art.No.: 406637
White Villefort Pine
EHC008

Art.No.: 337429
Villanger Oak
EHC031

Art.No.: 485083

Coloured Villanger Oak
EHC032

Art.No.: 484604
Calenberg Oak
EHC033

Art.No.: 484574
Natural Jacksonville Oak
EHC001

Art.No.: 406965
Ashton Elm
EHC006

Art.No.: 406781

Tschita Oak
EHC018

Art.No.: 337375
Halifax Oak
EHC011

Art.No.: 337405
Mittenwald Larch
EHC007

Art.No.: 337450
Natural Clermont Oak
EHC030

Art.No.: 485205

Dark Jacksonville Oak
EHC002

Art.No.: 337498

27



Decor: Brown Loja Oak | EHL��3

As diverse as life itself.

LAMINATE 
FLOORING 

2�



Always as individual as your style: 
our Laminate Flooring. 
Do you love a discreet and at the same time 
comfortable interior? Or are you looking for reserved 
flooring that fits your purist loft style but doesn’t cost 
a fortune? Maybe even for the bathroom? Whatever 
your plan is, our Laminate Flooring is just right for you. 
Our most versatile flooring is as high-quality as it’s 
functional and leaves plenty of room for individuality 
thanks to numerous variants. All this at an excellent 
price-performance-ratio. Discover our classic.

Decor: Grey Elva Oak | EHL��5

29
All decors shown and mentioned are reproductions.



Our Laminate Flooring feels at home in every room. 
It’s durable, wear-resistant and works really well 
even in sunny places. It’s lightfast surface shines 
for many years. 

A constant value

The uncomplicated floor for those who want to 
enjoy a pleasant ambience at home. Our versatile 
laminate can also be easily combined with 
underfloor heating.

Tried and tested in everyday life

Allergy sufferers can breathe a sigh of relief. The 
EGGER HOME Laminate Flooring is dirt-repellent 
ans easy to clean. The antistatic surface also 
reduces electrical charges. 

Well-kept places

Practical, durable 
value, easy-care. 

Decor: Natural Dunino Oak | EHL0��

Decor: Natural Dunino Oak | EHL0��

Decor: Vintage Kent Pine | EHL���

Decor: Toscolano Oak tobacco | EHL077

 » Be inspired: 
www.egger.com/laminate-flooring

30 All decors shown and mentioned are reproductions.



Decor: Natural Dunino Oak | EHL0��

3�



EGGER HOME Laminate Flooring is more than �0 % 
made of natural wood fibres – ideal for a natural 
room climate and healthier living. So that you can 
enjoy it in peace, we have processed the individual 
components into extra durable floor boards, which 
you can use virtually anywhere.

EGGER Laminate Flooring – 
the diversity is in the detail.

Decor: Phoenix Oak | EHL�75

1 Robust, highly abrasion-resistant surface

2 Decor image

3 HDF swell barrier+ coreboard, made from natural wood 
fibres (optionally with Aqua+ coreboard)

4 Balancerwww.egger.com/ecofacts

54 % by-products from the sawmill industry

86 % Material from renewable resources

More transparency:

– 6,01 kg CO₂/m²

32 All decors shown and mentioned are reproductions.



Give your Laminate Flooring individuality – with 
one of five authentic surfaces. What at first glance 
provides a characteristic, natural appearance, 
adds upon closer inspection also several practical 
advantages: the textures reduce the risk of slipping 
and increase walking safety.

Show character – with your 
flooring. 

Natural Pore  
Authentic woodgrain true to the decor 

Mineral  
Irregular, rough character

Deepskin  
Striking texture with reflective nature

Omnipore  
Elegant – natural wood pore

Smoothtouch  
Natural and velvety surface

33



Decor: Natural Creston Oak | EHL�0�

3�



Relax, it’s just water.

Laminate flooring in the bathroom? Of course. Our 
Laminate Flooring with Aqua+ technology reliably 
keeps water off. Thanks to the moisture-resistant HDF 
swell barrier+ coreboard and the sealed surface, it 
offers a highly aesthetic solution for kitchen, bathroom 
and hallway. So if water gets on the floor or the steam 
cleaner is necessary: no worries.

Aqua+

Decor: Brown Perganti Walnut | EHL075

Decor: Brown Perganti Walnut | EHL075

35All decors shown and mentioned are reproductions.



More diverse than ever, individual just like you.
Classic or modern? Rustic or elegant? With decors in wood, stone and tile look, the EGGER HOME Laminate Flooring fits your 
interior design style. Depending on the size of the room, an imposing Kingsize or a narrow Classic floor board will be the right 
one. Our tip: The circumferential V-bevel sets the authentic floor board look perfectly in scene.

10 / 32 
Long

8 / 32 
Kingsize

8 / 32 
Large

12 / 33 
Classic

Sand beige Luena Oak
EHL114

Art.No.: 414724
Natural Denver Oak
EHL162

Art.No.: 414816
Light Luena Oak
EHL187

Art.No.: 414694
Grey Denver Oak
EHL163

Art.No.: 414786

Triestino Terrazzo
EHL137

Art.No.: 418401
Chalk Ceramic
EHL002

Art.No.: 418791
Light Weinburg Oak
EHL065

Art.No.: 418319
Light Cefalu Concrete
EHL004

Art.No.: 418739

Widford Oak
EHL067

Art.No.: 418555
Natural Springfield Oak
EHL171

Art.No.: 418647
Brown Weinburg Oak
EHL066

Art.No.: 418289
Anthracite Slate
EHL006

Art.No.: 418708

White Creston Oak
EHL105

Art.No.: 402820

Toscolano Oak light
EHL015

Art.No.: 404220

Light Matera Oak
EHL184

Art.No.: 417831

Natural Chester Oak
EHL158

Art.No.: 404138

Natural Loja Oak
EHL142

Art.No.: 418012

Brown Chester Oak
EHL159

Art.No.: 404107

Natural Creston Oak
EHL106

Art.No.: 402790

Honey Limerick Oak
EHL182

Art.No.: 417893
Smoke Limerick Oak
EHL183

Art.No.: 417862
Grey Emporia Oak
EHL147

Art.No.: 417985

3� All decors shown and mentioned are reproductions.



10 / 33 
Classic

8 / 33 
Classic

10 / 32 
Classic

Natural Dunino Oak
EHL046

Art.No.: 410542
Brown Brook Oak
EHL021

Art.No.: 416346

Ravenna Oak
EHL111

Art.No.: 415387
Toscolano Oak light
EHL015

Art.No.: 433640
Sand beige Limerick Oak
EHL181

Art.No.: 415219
Honey Brook Oak
EHL103

Art.No.: 433688

Grey Portland Oak
EHL161

Art.No.: 415103
Sevilla Walnut
EHL177

Art.No.: 415325
Grey Perganti Walnut
EHL076

Art.No.: 415158
Stavern Oak
EHL132

Art.No.: 415295

Oak Sedan
EHL038

Art.No.: 415981

Light Lausanne Oak
EHL085

Art.No.: 415479

Grey Elva Oak
EHL145

Art.No.: 415929

Natural Creston Oak
EHL106

Art.No.: 415592

Light Lausanne Oak
EHL085

Art.No.: 416018
Oak plain silver
EHL116

Art.No.: 433602

Phoenix Oak
EHL175

Art.No.: 415684
Toscolano Oak tobacco
EHL077

Art.No.: 415790

Light Zermatt Oak
EHL140

Art.No.: 416551
Toscolano Oak light
EHL015

Art.No.: 421425
Natural Bakersfield Oak
EHL173

Art.No.: 416131
Sand beige North Oak
EHL045

Art.No.: 416100

12 / 32 
Classic
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Still looks perfect like on day one:
the EGGER HOME Laminate Flooring.

8 / 32 
Classic

8 / 32 
Classic
Aqua+

Vintage Kent Pine
EHL166

Art.No.: 417411

B

White Creston Oak
EHL105

Art.No.: 417237

B

Beige Chester Oak
EHL170

Art.No.: 417329

B

Light Redmond Oak
EHL167

Art.No.: 417381

B

Natural Creston Oak
EHL106

Art.No.: 417176

B

Honey Brook Oak
EHL103

Art.No.: 417268

B

Brown Perganti Walnut
EHL075

Art.No.: 417442

B

Dark Redmond Oak
EHL168

Art.No.: 417350

B

White Toscolano Oak
EHL098

Art.No.: 407986
White Piagola Chestnut
EHL129

Art.No.: 417718
Kurimo Oak
EHL014

Art.No.: 408013
Grey Ruviano Oak
EHL139

Art.No.: 402707

White Kolpino Oak
EHL133

Art.No.: 417596
Light Loja Oak
EHL141

Art.No.: 416780
Parquet Oak
EHL039

Art.No.: 402554
Repino Oak
EHL135

Art.No.: 417565

Toscolano Oak light
EHL015

Art.No.: 402769
Grey Elva Oak
EHL145

Art.No.: 402615
White Matera Oak
EHL107

Art.No.: 402523
Natural Loja Oak
EHL142

Art.No.: 416872

Livingston Oak light
EHL051

Art.No.: 402493
Sand beige North Oak
EHL045

Art.No.: 417688
Livingston Oak nature
EHL049

Art.No.: 417657
Natural Elva Oak
EHL146

Art.No.: 402585

3� All decors shown and mentioned are reproductions.



7 / 31 
Classic

Natural Lausanne Oak
EHL086

Art.No.: 417084
Brown Loja Oak
EHL143

Art.No.: 402677
Toscolano Oak nature
EHL016

Art.No.: 402738
Honey Dallas Oak
EHL176

Art.No.: 417749

Honey Matera Oak
EHL185

Art.No.: 417503
Inuvik Oak
EHL148

Art.No.: 416933
Murom Oak nature
EHL053

Art.No.: 417534
Grey Loja Oak
EHL144

Art.No.: 402646

Brown Everett Oak
EHL169

Art.No.: 417770

White Ascona Wood
EHL151

Art.No.: 419033
Kurimo Oak
EHL014

Art.No.: 419309
Light Zermatt Oak
EHL140

Art.No.: 419279
Lightgrey Forres Oak
EHL165

Art.No.: 419064

Woodwork Oak
EHL029

Art.No.: 419002
Light Grey Toscolano Oak
EHL189

Art.No.: 421494
Natural Forres Oak
EHL164

Art.No.: 419125
Natural Dunino Oak
EHL046

Art.No.: 419217

Coloured Dimas Wood
EHL008

Art.No.: 419156
Inuvik Oak
EHL148

Art.No.: 419248
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Even with simple means they add to your rooms 
that certain something. Select the flooring decor 
and design with its colour the mood in the room – 
from light and vivid to dark and cosy. The floor 
board format helps you to underline the impression 
the room makes: Emphasise generous space ratios 
with long, wide floor boards, small spaces appear 

Design Flooring

Comfort Flooring

Laminate Flooring

Floor board formats, colour tone, sorting. 

Classic 
Thanks to balanced proportions, it’s suitable for any 
room.

Large 
Produces the effect of space and works particu-
larly well for country house decors.

Classic 
Thanks to balanced proportions, it’s suitable for any 
room.

Large 
Produces the effect of space and works particu-
larly well for country house decors.

Classic 
Thanks to balanced proportions, it’s suitable for any 
room.

Large 
Highlights the generous spatial effect and brings out 
especially country house decors.

Long 
Ideal for large-scale interior design and open living, 
e.g. with a living room kitchen. Long narrow rooms 
are also upgraded.

Kingsize 
In large rooms, the decors unfold all their beauty. 
Whether with wood or tiled looks – our Kingsize 
leaves an impression.

Or simply: Flooring with wow effect.
larger with short, narrow floor boards. And with 
the sorting – that is, the characteristic grain and 
texture of the decor – they calm or enliven the 
spatial image.

Additional suggestions are now available at 
egger.com/myfloor

Classic �292 × �93 mm

Classic �292 × �93 mm

Large �292 × 2�� mm

Classic �292 × �93 mm

Large �292 × 2�� mm

Long 2050 × 2�� mm

Kingsize �292 × 327 mm

Large �292 × 2�� mm

�0 All decors shown and mentioned are reproductions. 
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Coordinated
from start to finish.

Complete the finished look of your room with EGGER 
Flooring accessories. Our products are perfectly matched 
to create a seamless blend between floor board and 

accessory. We also offer high-quality care products, so 
your floor can remain in the best condition throughout its 
lifespan.

�2 All decors shown and mentioned are reproductions.



3
Well maintained.
With EGGER care products you always 
have the right product at hand.

2
A nice frame. 
Complete the overall picture with our 
skirting boards in white or a matching 
decor. Combine attractive appearances 
with maximum functionality and 
durability with your EGGER skirting 
board.

1
All beginnings are 
easy. 
The matching EGGER underlay mats 
guarantee an ideal pressure stability as 
well as high impact sound insulation 
and noise reduction. They can also be 
used in combination with underfloor 
heating and are suitable for use in 
humid rooms.

 » More information: 
www.egger.com/flooring-accessories

�3



www.egger.com

EGGER Holzwerkstoffe Wismar 

GmbH & Co. KG 

Am Haffeld � 

23970 Wismar 

Deutschland

t +�9 3��� 30�-0 

f +�9 3��� 30�-20222

flooring@egger.com

The experts in our Service Centre are happy to help you!

Service-Centre DE

t +�9 �00 3�� 37�5 

sc.de@egger.com

Service-Centre AT

t +�3 �00 ��� ��� 

sc.at@egger.com

Service-Centre CH

t +�� �� 3�9 50 05 

sc.ch@egger.com

Service-Centre IT

t +39 �00 7� 25 5� 

sc.it@egger.com

Service-Centre FR

t 00 �00 �000 ��00 

doc@egger.com

Service-Centre ES

t 00 �00 �000 ��00 

doc@egger.com

Service-Centre PT

t 00 �00 �000 ��00 

doc@egger.com

Service-Centre UK

t +�� ��3� �00 �2� 

sc.flooring@egger.com

Service-Centre RO

t +�0 �00 500 ���

hotline.ro@egger.com 
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